From scenic vistas to beautiful overlooks, hiking trails at West Virginia’s state parks and forests lead to breathtaking mountain scenery. Along the way create lasting memories but be sure to leave no trace behind in Almost Heaven.

= Hiking  = Horseback Riding  = Mountain Bike Riding  = Cross-Country Skiing

**PARK TRAIL DESCRIPTIONS**

**Turkey Loop Road and Trail**
- Difficulty: Moderate
- Distance: 8.7 miles

- Complete the 8.7 mile loop. Most of the trail runs along Blue Jay Ridge Road and Trail for 2.5 miles before intersecting with the Blue Jay Spur Trail. At this point you may hike the Blue Jay Spur Trail for 1 mile to return to the beginning point. Total distance for this described hike is 5.3 miles.
- Distance: 2.3 miles
- Difficulty: Moderate
- Blaze: ●

**Piney Ridge Road and Trail**
- Difficulty: Easy
- Distance: 0.7 miles

- This trailhead is to the right of Blue Jay Campground site 12. Begin hiking at the Piney Ridge Road parking area and ascend along the trail before leveling out along the contour of the mountain for great views of Camp Creek below. At the .9 mile mark, the trail intersects with Fairy Tale Ridge Trail to the left or turn right and ascend to the top of the mountain to join Blue Jay Ridge Trail. See those trail descriptions to calculate total distance.
- Distance: 1.6 miles
- Difficulty: Difficult
- Blaze: ●

**White Oak Road and Trail**
- Difficulty: Moderate
- Distance: 1 mile

- This trailhead is opposite the Turkey Loop Road and Trail parking area where you make a right off of Turkey Loop Road and Trail from the Moss Fork Trail. Proceed past the Blue Jay Spur Trail to the right of the compressor station and continue down Turkey Loop Road and Trail where it meets the Almost Heaven Road and Trail (see description above).
- Distance: 0.6 miles
- Difficulty: Easy
- Blaze: ●

**Turkey Loop Road and Trail**
- Difficulty: Easy
- Distance: 1 mile

- This trailhead is to the right of Blue Jay Campground site 12. Begin hiking at the Turkey Loop Road and Trail parking area and ascend along the trail before leveling out along the contour of the mountain for great views of Camp Creek below. At the .9 mile mark, the trail intersects with Fairy Tale Ridge Trail to the left or turn right and ascend to the top of the mountain to join Blue Jay Ridge Trail. See those trail descriptions to calculate total distance.
- Distance: 1 mile
- Difficulty: Difficult
- Blaze: ●

**McCoy Road and Trail**
- Difficulty: Moderate
- Distance: 1 mile

- This trailhead is across the paved park road from the playground next to the basketball court. The first .9 miles, with brown post trail markers, is a steep switchback trail to the top of the mountain where it reaches the forest boundary with green post trail markers. Then it runs along the scenic ridge line for another 1.5 miles until it intersects with the Almost Heaven Road and Trail. The trail then makes a left for .9 miles through a steep hollow before ending at the intersection of Turkey Loop and McCoy Road and Trails. At this point you have multiple choices for returning to the beginning of your hike. If you choose to make a right on Turkey Loop Road and Trail to return by Campfell Falls it is 2.8 miles to the falls. Then hike 1 mile to Blue Jay Spur Trail to Fairy Tale Ridge Road and Trail where you make a left on Turkey Loop Road and Trail. The total distance for this choice is 7.5 miles.
- Distance: 3.3 miles
- Difficulty: Moderate
- Blaze: ●●

**Blue Jay Spur Trail**
- Difficulty: Easy
- Distance: 0.75 miles

- This trailhead is to the right of Blue Jay Campground site 12. Begin hiking by parking at the Campfell Falls/Forest Access parking area and ascending along the trail before leveling out along the contour of the mountain for great views of Camp Creek below. At the .9 mile mark, the trail intersects with Fairy Tale Ridge Trail to the left or turn right and ascend to the top of the mountain to join Blue Jay Ridge Trail. See those trail descriptions to calculate total distance.
- Distance: 1.2 miles
- Difficulty: Moderate
- Blaze: ●

**White Oak Road and Trail**
- Difficulty: Moderate
- Distance: 1 mile

- This trailhead is to the right of Blue Jay Campground site 12. Begin hiking by parking at the Campfell Falls/Forest Access parking area and ascending along the trail before leveling out along the contour of the mountain for great views of Camp Creek below. At the .9 mile mark, the trail intersects with Fairy Tale Ridge Trail to the left or turn right and ascend to the top of the mountain to join Blue Jay Ridge Trail. See those trail descriptions to calculate total distance.
- Distance: 1 mile
- Difficulty: Difficult
- Blaze: ●

**Bear Wallow Road and Trail**
- Difficulty: Moderate
- Distance: 2 miles

- This loop trail starts that ends .7 miles above the Falls/Forest Access parking area where you make a right off of Turkey Loop Road and Trail at Bear Creek. The trail parallels Camp Creek for 1 mile before the first of two creek crossings (check on stream level). The trail runs 1.5 miles on an old railroad bed occasionally leaving the stream side. The trail then ascends .2 miles where it intersects with the lower end of Neely Knob Road and Trail. Take the left to the trail where the trail crosses a small stream and then once again ascends .7 mile to the upper end of Neely Knob Road. Make a left at this point. In .1 mile Deer Crossing Trailhead will be on your right. Continue straight on Bear Wallow Road and Trail for .7 miles by Wildlife Area 8 to the seasonal hunter parking area #2 and the trailhead of Waldron Spur Road and Trail. From this point it is 1 mile back to Bear Creek and the junction of Turkey Loop Road and Trail.
- Distance: 1.4 miles
- Difficulty: Easy
- Blaze: ●

**Mash Fork Falls Trail**
- Difficulty: Difficult
- Distance: 1 mile

- This steep scenic trail begins by parking at the playground next to the basketball court and hicking 3 miles on the Fairley Ridge Trail to the trailhead of Mash Fork Falls Trail on your left. The trail runs along the contour of the mountain before descending to the trailhead of Mash Fork Falls. At this point the trail intersects with the Turkey Loop Road and Trail. Take a left for 4 miles to the beginning of the hike. Total distance for this hike is 2.2 miles.
- Distance: 1 mile
- Difficulty: Difficult
- Blaze: ●

**Waldron Spur Road and Trail**
- Difficulty: Easy
- Distance: 0.75 miles

- This trailhead is to the right of Bear Wallow Road & Trail (see above description). Make a right off of White Oak Trail at Wildlife Area 5. The trail runs along a ridgeline to Wildlife Area 6 with Bear Creek below to your right. Stay to the left of Wildlife Area 6 and the trail descends sharply for a ways down along Bear Creek where it meets Cassidy Branch. This trail makes a left at this point where it begins to ascend gradually to join White Oak Trail at Wildlife Area 1.
- Distance: 2 miles
- Difficulty: Moderate
- Blaze: ●

**Hatfield Road and Trail**
- Difficulty: Moderate
- Distance: 5 miles

- This scenic trail connects the two longest trails in the forest - Bear Wallow and Turkey Loop by crossing through Wildlife Area 7 and Bear Creek and joining with White Oak Road and Trail. See descriptions of those trails above.
- Distance: 1.2 miles
- Difficulty: Moderate
- Blaze: ●

**Neely Knob Road and Trail**
- Difficulty: Moderate
- Distance: 2 miles

- This trail branches off from the northern end of Bear Wallow Road and Trail (see description above). This trail passes through a variety of habitats, including Wildlife Area 5 and is relatively easy for much of the way and moderately steep in others. The trail also passes by the highest elevation peak, Neely Knob, and has several beautiful views of the distant mountains.
- Distance: 2 miles
- Difficulty: Moderate
- Blaze: ●

**Mash Fork Falls Trail**
- Difficulty: Difficult
- Distance: 1 mile

- This steep scenic trail begins by parking at the playground next to the basketball court and hicking 3 miles on the Fairley Ridge Trail to the trailhead of Mash Fork Falls Trail on your left. The trail runs along the contour of the mountain before descending to the trailhead of Mash Fork Falls. At this point the trail intersects with the Turkey Loop Road and Trail. Take a left for 4 miles to the beginning of the hike. Total distance for this hike is 2.2 miles.
- Distance: 1 mile
- Difficulty: Difficult
- Blaze: ●